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NEW
Tooling!

NEWLeyland Tiger Cub
Saro Bus - Ribble
                         SCALE      PRICE
76SB001   1:76  £18.75

Leyland Tiger Cub Saro Bus - Ribble
Brand new tooling brings another classic single deck bus

to Oxford’s 1:76 range, a replica of the Saunders-Roe

bodied Leyland Tiger Cub, a lightweight underfloor-

engined chassis manufactured by Leyland between 1952

and 1970.

Most were built as 44-45 seat buses with a smaller

number as coaches.  Modified from the older Leyland

Royal Tiger, the Cub was popular because of its lighter

weight, less expensive price and with a revised

specification than the Tiger.  Its newly designed lightweight

high straight frame had a vertical radiator set just behind

the front axle and it was powered by a Leyland O350H

91 bhp 5.76 litre diesel engine with a four speed gearbox.

The prototypes were bodied by Saunders-Roe of

Anglesey (SARO) as 44 seaters.  Their second prototype

in the livery of Ribble Motor Services was shown at the

1952 Commercial Motor Show and the company bought

many Ribble Tiger Cubs over the ensuing years.

We are therefore pleased to launch our Tiger Cub in the

Ribble Motor Services livery, appearing in their distinctive

red colour scheme with grey trim and gold Ribble

lettering along the sides.  Our model is heading for

Coniston in the Lake District as the No. 500, registered

FCK 884. The interior floor is moulded in a dark gold

with dark red seating.  The Leyland Tiger Cub badge is

printed above the radiator.  He looks almost cartoon-like

with his smiling little face - quite sweet!
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1:76 SCALE
Rolls-Royce Phantom III - Black
Already modelled in 1:43 scale, we are pleased to add this

newly tooled 1:76 scale version of the Rolls-Royce

Phantom III Sedanca de Ville with H J Mulliner bodywork

to the Oxford range of classic motors.  

The Rolls-Royce Phantom III, classed as a luxury car,

was produced between 1936 and 1939 with only

727 manufactured.

Our newly tooled replica is registered TYJ 716,

with open driver’s section and covered rear

passenger seating.  It is decorated in black with

chrome exterior finish to bumpers, wheels and

radiator grille.  Inside the luxury feel extends to 

red carpets and sumptuous pink upholstery and door

panels.  The door cappings are brown, the dashboard,

instrument panel and steering wheel are all black but

note the detailed silver spokes to the steering wheel.  

The signature Rolls-Royce mascot is flying proudly from

the front of the bonnet, which also features the RR logo

on the steel triangular section at the top of the radiator.

Note too that our model comes with the Ace wheel

discs, which were an option on the original. 

Jaguar - Formula E
Here at Oxford, we are in tune with the latest innovation

on the international racing circuit.  Jaguar Racing, headed

up by Nelson Piquet, have launched their first ever

electric racing car which has just finished its first

season on the track, achieving promising top

positions of 4th and 8th respectively in 

Mexico in the spring of 2017.  The I-Type 

2 car is Panasonic Jaguar’s all electric 

Formula E racing car with acceleration from 

0-60 mph in 2.9 seconds with a capacity to regenerate

150 kW of energy under braking to extend its range.  

It has a maximum speed of 140 mph.

Our 1:76 scale replica of this amazing car is painted in

dark grey and turquoise with dark grey driver’s cockpit

and black wheels, just like its real-life counterpart.  

The colourful graphics include the Jaguar name printed on

the front and rear spoiler and along the sides of the body.

Sponsorship names including Panasonic and Lear E-

Systems also feature on the body.  Note too the iconic

leaping Jaguar silhouetted in white along each side.  

Rolls-Royce Phantom V - Navy/Silver
This classic Rolls-Royce also features in our 1:43 scale

range and makes its 1:76 scale debut in the same livery.  

The Oxford model represents the four-door

saloon with a body designed by the

coachbuilder James Young.  Assembled in

Crewe, the car featured a V8 engine

and 4-speed automatic gear box.

Our model registered EBY 148B

dates from 1964. 

Decorated in an elegant navy blue and

silver, the interior seating is pale blue with

darker blue flooring.  The interior fittings

including dashboard, door cappings and

seat divider are finished in brown.

Exterior trim is all finished in silver and

the wheel rims have a navy blue band matching the body

colour.  A final flourish sees the RR emblem at the top of

the radiator and the most famous motor mascot in the

world, ‘the Spirit of Ecstasy’.

NEWJaguar Formula E 
                         SCALE       PRICE
76JFE001 1:76   £5.45

NEW
Tooling!

NEW
Tooling!

NEWRolls Royce Phantom V -
Navy/Silver
                              SCALE      PRICE
76RRP5001  1:76   £6.95

NEWRolls Royce Phantom III - 
Black
                              SCALE      PRICE
76RRP3001  1:76   £6.95

NEW
Tooling!
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Triumph TR4 – British Racing Green
For our second release on the Triumph TR4, we’ve chosen

the most iconic sports car colour of all time – British

Racing Green. Registered CSK 632, the open topped car

comes with black tonneau cover, black seating and black

flooring, while the dashboard detail sees it in white with 

black dials.  The contrasting chromework

to the exterior includes superbly executed

wire wheels, door handles and bumpers.

The distinctive TR4 badge sits on the front

of the bonnet above the Triumph name.

The Triumph TR4 was produced by the Triumph

Motor Company between 1961 and

1965, during which time over 40,000

rolled off the production line.  Designed

by Giovanni Michelotti, it comprised a 2-

door roadster with a 4-speed full-synchromesh manual

gear box, a top speed of 110 mph and a 2138cc engine.

An optional electrically operated overdrive could be

selected for second and third gears as well as

fourth.When it was launched in 1961, the TR4 cost £1095

and did 22.5 miles to the gallon.

1:76 SCALE

Oxford Diecast, PO Box 636, Southampton SO14 0TJ
Tel: 02380 248850  www.oxforddiecast.co.uk

Triumph Stag - Java Green
The Triumph Stag sports tourer was a British car made by

the Triumph Motor Company between 1970 and

1977. Classed as a four-seater

convertible coupé, it had been

designed by Italian designer Giovanni

Michelotti.  Fitted with a 3.0L V8

engine, it was highly desirable and

proved to be one of the IT cars of the

era!  An option for purchasers was a removable

canvas top which later became standard.

For its second outing, our open topped sports tourer is

decorated in a fresh green colour scheme with beige

flooring, seats and tonneau cover.  Registered PAH559R

from 1976/77, the last year of manufacture, the car

features lots of exterior chromework, topped by the

signature STAG crest embedded into the wide radiator

grille.  It was certainly an eye-catcher in its day!

Ford Galaxy - Tango Red
The Ford Galaxy is a large multi-purpose vehicle (MPV)

which was first produced by Ford Europe in 1995.

Three generations on, this 7-seater car with its 5-

door, front engine, front wheel drive

configuration is a firm favourite, particularly

with families.  It was first designed as a

joint venture between Ford and the

Volkswagen Group and produced in

Portugal between 1995 and 2006.

Our 1:76 scale replica is based on the

second generation vehicle and distinctive

features now included a trapezoidal grille, large wheel

arches and angular headlights.  A choice of diesel or two

petrol fuel options were made available. Registered VA59

KZM from 2009, our model is decorated in a bright red

with black masking to window pillars, window surrounds

and bumpers.  The interior is also black, while the roof is

also given a black tinted finish.

NEWTriumph Stag Java Green
                         SCALE       PRICE
76TS002   1:76   £5.45

NEWFord Galaxy - Tango Red
                         SCALE       PRICE
76FG003   1:76   £5.45

NEWTriumph TR4 - British 
Racing Green
                              SCALE      PRICE
76TR4002     1:76   £5.45
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1:76 SCALE

Oxford Diecast, PO Box 636, 
Southampton SO14 0TJ

Tel: 02380 248850  www.oxforddiecast.co.uk

Sherpa Van - Metropolitan Police
The versatility of the Sherpa Van is proven once

again with a further release, this time as used by

the Metropolitan Police, registered  PYT 409R

dating it between 1976-77. Decorated in dark blue

with contrasting silver and black trim, the interior

is also black.  The sides of the van are printed with

the highly detailed and colourful Metropolitan

Police crest and the model is rounded off with 

the customary blue beacon.  

Sherpa Van - Pickfords 
Our Sherpa Van from the 1970s and 1980s

makes its fourth appearance bearing the popular

Pickfords name.  Decorated in bright blue with

orange Pickfords Heavy Haulage Ltd graphics to

the sides of the van, it is registered TYR 916X

from 1981/82. A tooling modification sees this

release sporting a chrome and yellow roof

beacon. Note too, the later Leyland Sherpa

radiator grille in chrome and silver.

Austin 1300GT - Metropolitan Police
Manufactured by BMC in the 1970s, the 1300GT Mk III was

launched at the London Motor Show, where another of its

key features included a 1275 cc twin carburettor engine.  

Our model, registered MOY 905L, dates from 1972-73

and is decorated in the popular pale blue and white

Police livery of the period, as used by the

Metropolitan Police.  The roof beacon incorporates

the POLICE sign and POLICE lettering also appears

on both front doors.  No doubt this nippy little

motor would have been very adept round the streets of

London in the early 1970s.

Austin Cambridge A60 Farina - 
Hertfordshire Police
The Austin Cambridge A60 was launched in

1961 and ceased production in 1969.

Classed as a four-door family saloon, it

could seat three people in the back.  As a

Police Car, as we see it here as used by the

Hertfordshire Force, the car’s 1.6L engine

would have  proved quite useful in its day

when chasing the local villains!  Decorated

completely in black with silver trim and red

interior, the POLICE lettering is printed on

the front of the radiator grille.  Registered

849 VNK, a final detail comprises a blue

beacon on the roof.  

NEWSherpa Van - 
Metropolitan Police
                           SCALE      PRICE
76SHP003  1:76  £6.45

NEWAustin 1300 - 
Metropolitan Police
                           SCALE      PRICE
76AUS004  1:76  £5.45

NEWAustin Cambridge Farina -
Hertfordshire Police (Black)
                                  SCALE      PRICE
76ACF005       1:76  £5.45

NEWSherpa Van - Pickfords
                           SCALE      PRICE
76SHP004  1:76  £6.45
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NEW
Tooling!

Land Rover Series IIA SWB Hard Top - Post Brenhinol/
Royal Mail (PO Recovery)
The Land Rover Series IIA Short wheelbase Hard Top already

features in Oxford’s 1:43 scale series in this Royal Mail livery and

we are pleased to add a newly tooled version to the 1:76 scale

range with exactly the same decoration as its larger counterpart.

Registered UDW 311J from 1970/71, our little van, decorated

in the signature Post office red, was employed here in Wales

and features the bi-lingual Post Brenhinol/Royal Mail lettering

in white/gold on the

sides alongside the

Royal Cipher. 

Land Rover Half Ton Lightweight - Military Police
Oxford’s military enthusiasts will realise this is a

crossover from the recently introduced 1:43 scale

version.  This second release in 1:76 scale appears with

a hard back in olive and black drab camouflage livery, as

used by the Military Police, with their red and white

Military Police graphics on the sides and rear, blue

beacon modification fixed to the nearside of the vehicle

and roof searchlight.  It has a military number plate 43

GF 83 and also displays the Union Flag with crown on

the offside rear wing.  This is one for your

Land Rover collection as well as appealing to

military model enthusiasts. 

Land Rover Series II Station Wagon - Shell/BP
Our long wheelbase series II Land Rover Station Wagon is

bursting with colour and detail on this latest release.

Registered WUU 668, it is presented with traditional green

front end, red rear sides and back, finished with a masked bright

yellow roof.  The wealth of tampo printing sees the ‘By

Royal Appointment’ crest printed on the side doors, the

addition of colourful Shell and BP emblems on a specially

mounted roof board  and black and gold Shell-Mex

and BP Ltd Aviation Services graphics.  It all adds up to

a nostalgic little model, a fine addition to any collection

of petroleum and oil company vehicles.

Land Rover FC GS (LHD) - Berlin Brigade
The Berlin Brigade was a US Army brigade sized

garrison stationed in West Berlin during the Cold

War and their presence, together with forces from

France and Britain, lasted right through into the

early 1990s and the collapse of the Soviet Union.

Our Forward Control Land Rover GS is decorated

in a blue grey scheme with brown and white cube

pattern, dark green interior with grey seating and a

putty coloured canvas tilt.  Its military

registration plate reads 58 XB 38.  A final

detail sees the yellow bridge plate

positioned on the front left fender.

NEWLand Rover Half Ton 
Lightweight - Military Police
                                         SCALE      PRICE
76LRL002            1:76   £5.75

NEWLand Rover FC GS - 
Berlin Brigade
                                SCALE      PRICE
76LRFCG002  1:76  £9.95

NEWLand Rover Series II 
Station Wagon - Shell/BP
                              SCALE      PRICE
76LAN2013  1:76   £5.45

NEWLand Rover Series IIA SWB Hard
Top - Royal Mail (PO Recovery)
                                         SCALE      PRICE
76LR2AS001        1:76   £5.75
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1:76 SCALE
Ford Transit LWB High - Network Rail Speed Camera
This release of the long wheelbase high roof Ford Transit is a

great one for a modern railway layout with level crossings!  

The British Transport Police are working closely with Network

Rail, under the Rail Safety Camera Partnership, to ensure

drivers and pedestrians use level crossings properly and

are rolling out a fleet of Mobile Enforcement Vans.

Our model, registered YR12 EYC, features a white

body with the usual Police blue and yellow masking

and clear graphics denoting its purpose, including the

black images of the notorious cameras on the front,

back and sides of the van.  Positioned on the roof

are one large camera and two small ones - one rear

offside and one front nearside, so there is no escaping

should you try to make it across the level crossing illegally. 

Ford Transit Mk3 - Network Rail
The third generation of the Ford Transit was

manufactured/assembled between 1986 and 2003

with a completely new shape and available in various

styles, depending on the use it was being put to. 

Here we see it as used by Network Rail, registered

R140 FEV from 1997/98 in the bright red orange

and white Network Rail colour scheme of the day,

complete with blue and red graphics and black

exterior trim.  The model is rounded off with a 

grey interior.  This popular van is another must for

00 gauge model railway layouts. 

NEWFord Transit LWB High - 
Network Rail Speed Camera
                                  SCALE     PRICE
76FT026         1:76  £5.75

Ford Transit Connect - White
                           SCALE      PRICE
76FTC005   1:76  £5.45

Bedford CA Van - Royal Mail 
                           SCALE      PRICE
76CA007    1:76  £5.45

MODEL
AVAILABLE
AGAIN

MODEL
AVAILABLE
AGAIN

NEWFord Transit Mk3 -
Network Rail
                           SCALE      PRICE
76FT3007   1:76  £5.75

NEWWhitby Mondial Ice
Cream Van - Smith’s
                           SCALE      PRICE
76WM006  1:76  £6.45

Whitby Mondial Ice Cream Van - Smith’s
What a tampo printing challenge this livery is!  

This amazing technicolour Whitby Morrison

Mondial Ice Cream Van promoting Smiths Ice

Cream bears an Irish number plate LH 22394

which includes the IRL lettering set into the yellow

and blue European logo. It has already appeared in

1:43 scale and is presented here in exactly the

same level of decoration and detail, including the

two ice cream cones on each side of the roof.  

The basic body colour is violet with multi-coloured

stripes overprinted to give maximum impact.

White lettering advertising Soft Ice Cream 

features on the bonnet and also across the back.  
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NEW
Tooling!

Oxford Diecast, PO Box 636, Southampton SO14 0TJ
Tel: 02380 248850  www.oxforddiecast.co.uk

Volvo FH4(G) Tipper Trailer -
Wains Transport
For this release of the

Volvo FH4 cab we’ve

selected the G version,

as used by Wains

Transport from

Kentisbeare in Devon,

to pull their substantial

tipper trailer.  The

vehicle is registered

WG63 GWW.

The cab, decorated in red and white

with yellow graphics and black interior seating, bears the

Wain Transport slogan ’UK and European Haulage’ and

features both the European flag and the Union Flag

behind the cab windows.  The flags 

appear again on the tipper sides.  The cab and trailer

chassis are both red, the tipper section is silver with red

graphics, along with a red tipper cover.

Scania Highline 
Flatbed Trailer - Ian Craig Haulage Ltd
The Scania Highline cab has made several appearances

with various trailers for a wide number of haulage

companies.  This time it is drawing a brand new flatbed

trailer in the bright two-tone blue and red livery of Ian

Craig Haulage Ltd.  

Our Scania replica is registered SN15 LVV and  is

employed as a Craig’s of Denny lorry and features all 

the contact details in yellow on the cab sides.  The cab,

with a red chassis, features the light blue and dark blue

Ian Craig colour scheme and the blue flatbed trailer, 

also on a red chassis, has a light brown floor with red

rear bars.  Why not bring it to life with some of our 1:76

scale Oxford loads?

NEWEddie Stobart Car Transporter -
Christina Frances

NEWVolvo FH4(G) Tipper 
Trailer - Wains Transport
                              SCALE      PRICE
76VOL4004   1:76  £22.95

Eddie Stobart Car Transporter - Christina Frances
We launched our newly tooled Scania Car Transporter

with an Eddie Stobart Automotive livery and here it is

again in the same Stobart colour scheme, this time

registered AY12 AHG.  The intricate tooling design on this

Evo6 12-car load transporter model is supplemented with

a wealth of different paint, print and masking operations

to achieve the highly detailed result.  Sporting the familiar

Eddie Stobart girls’ names printed in black on the

radiator grille, this time it is the turn of Christina Frances.  

                                         SCALE      PRICE
76SCT005           1:76  £32.95

NEWScania Highline Flatbed 
Trailer - Ian Craig Haulage Ltd
                                     SCALE      PRICE
76SHL01FT        1:76  £25.45
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NEW
SET!

NEW5-Piece Aston Martin Set
                           SCALE       PRICE
76SET43    1:76  £24.95

NEW5-piece set - Southdown
Motor Services

5-piece set - 
Southdown Motor Services
This diminutive set features five delightful 1:148 miniatures 

in Southdown livery, always a favourite in bus circles.  

The set comprises:  NWFL001 Weymann Fanfare Leyland.
NLRT002A Leyland Royal Tiger. NUT001 Guy Arab Utility. 
NPP002 Plaxton Panorama.  NQM001 Queen Mary

5-Piece Aston Martin Set
Here’s your chance to pick up these five prestigious 

Aston Martins in one swoop.  The 1:76 scale set is made up of the following:

76AMDB2002 Aston Martin DB2 MkIII DHC - Deep Carriage Green.  76AMZ001 Aston
Martin DB4 GT Zagato - 2 VEV.  76AMVT001 Aston Martin V12 Vantage S - Volcano Red,

76AMV002 Aston Martin Vanquish Coupé� - Selene Bronze.  76AMDB9001 Aston Martin
DB9 Coupé �- Skyfall Silver

10-piece 
Land Rover 
Military Set
We are pleased to present another

great gift idea, especially for

Oxford’s military

enthusiasts, which

brings together ten

authentic Land

Rovers as used by

the British Armed

Forces.  The 1:76 scale set Comprises:

76DEF012 Land Rover Defender Hard Back - Berlin

Scheme, circa 1990-1994.  76LAN180008 Land Rover Series
I 88" Canvas Back - 34th Light AA Regiment, RAF Firdan, Egypt.

1955.  76LAN188021 Land Rover Series I 80" Hard Back - RAF, circa 1948-1950.

76LAN2007 Land Rover Series II LWB Station Wagon - 44th Home Counties Infantry

Division, Albuhera, circa 1958-61.  76LR2S006 Land Rover Series II Short Wheelbase, Canvas
Back - 13 Command Workshop, REME, circa 1958-1965.  76LRC004 Land Rover FT6
Carmichael - Army Fire Service 1960s.  76LRL002 Land Rover ½ ton Lightweight, Hard Back -

Military Police.  76LRFCA001 Land Rover Forward Control 101" Ambulance - Gulf War Operation

Granby 1991.  76LRFCG001 Land Rover Forward Control GS - Trans Sahara Expedition 1975.

76LR3S004 Land Rover Series III Short Wheelbase, Canvas Roof - Royal Navy. 1970s.

                             SCALE        PRICE
NSET003    1:148  £32.95

NEW
SET!

NEW
SET!

NEW10-piece Land Rover 
Military Set
                      SCALE       PRICE
76SET57  1:76  £59.95

MODEL SETS
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1:76 SCALE

Oxford Diecast, PO Box 636, Southampton SO14 0TJ
Tel: 02380 248850  www.oxforddiecast.co.uk

Bristol MW6G - Eastern Counties NBC
The Bristol MW (Medium Weight)

was a bus and coach chassis

designed and built by Bristol

Commercial Vehicles Ltd

between 1956 and 1964.  

The chassis type designation

was either MW5G or as in

the case of our Oxford

replica - MW6G.

For its third outing, our

Bristol MW6G is liveried in

the brilliant white colour of

Eastern Counties National

Bus Company.  Registered 3804

PW, the single deck coach features the red and

blue ‘arrow’ graphics we associate with National and the

front destination plate sees it going to Ely as the 499.  

The interior floor is moulded in cream, the seating red

and the steering wheel black.  The wealth of windows on

this bus must have given passengers a very nice view

along the way.

NEWBristol MW6G - 
Eastern Counties NBC
                              SCALE      PRICE
76MW6003  1:76  £18.75

Orange/CreamCaravan
                           SCALE      PRICE
76CV001    1:76  £5.25

NEWBentley Blower Le Mans 1930
No.9 Birkin/Chassagne
                           SCALE      PRICE
76BB001    1:76  £5.45

MODEL
AVAILABLE
AGAIN

MODEL
AVAILABLE
AGAIN

MODEL
AVAILABLE
AGAIN

MODEL
AVAILABLE
AGAIN

MODEL
AVAILABLE
AGAIN

MODEL
AVAILABLE
AGAIN

Jaguar E Type - Racing Green
                             SCALE     PRICE
76ETYP001  1:76  £4.75

Jaguar SS 2.5 Saloon - Cream
                             SCALE     PRICE
76JSS001   1:76  £4.75

Jaguar XK120 - Black
                                 SCALE     PRICE
76XK120005  1:76  £4.75

Jaguar MKVII - Birch Grey
                             SCALE     PRICE
76JAG7002 1:76  £4.75
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AVIATION1:72
SCALE

DH Tiger Moth Floatplane - 
Royal Navy T7187

The DH 82 Tiger Moth bi-plane,

designed by Geoffrey de Havilland, took

to the skies in 1931 and operated chiefly

by the RAF, lasted in service into the early

1950s. Our 1:72 scale replica comes with a

tooling modification to include floats for landing on

water. It is this version that we have chosen for our

latest release as flown by the Royal Navy.  

Decorated in a marine camouflage of mid and dark

grey with pale blue underwings, our model is

numbered T7187, which appears in black on

both the wings and the fuselage, together

with the RAF roundel.  The floats and float

struts are finished in silver.  The open cockpit

is moulded in muted green and other finite details

include black propeller blades and spinner 

tips as well as black tyres, wing walkways, 

exhaust pipes and tail skid.

DH104 Dove G-AROI - 
British Eagle ‘Eaglet’

The De Havilland DH 104 Dove was a British

short-haul airliner developed as a monoplane

successor to the pre-war Dragon Rapide and took its

first flight in September 1945, going into production a

year later.  Production lasted until 1967.

Former WWII pilot Harold Bamburg launched Eagle

Aviation Ltd on 14th

April 1948 with an

investment of £100

and the company

operated domestic

and international

flights for a further 20 years until 1968 when it

went into liquidation.  The name changed to

British Eagle International Airways in 1963.

Our model from the British Eagle period was named

‘Eaglet’ and is decorated in the company livery of silver,

red and white with black graphics.  The interior and

passenger seating is moulded red. The aircraft number is

printed on the starboard upper and underwing, as well as

along the rear fuselage. Note too, the Union Flag printed

in front of the British Eagle name behind the cockpit

window.  Two final details see the Eagle ‘E’ logo in the

shape of the bird printed on the tail fin/rudder and the

‘Eaglet’ name printed on each side of the fuselage below

the cockpit.

NEWDH Tiger Moth Floatplane -
Royal Navy T7187
                              SCALE       PRICE
72TM009      1:72  £29.95

NEWDH104 Dove G-AROI -
British Eagle ‘Eaglet’
                              SCALE       PRICE
72DV004      1:72  £34.95
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1:72
SCALEAVIATION

Douglas Dauntless SBD-2 ‘2B2’ VB-2, 
USS Lexington CV-2, 1941
The Douglas Dauntless was a US Navy carrier-borne

dive-bomber manufactured by the Douglas Aircraft

Company at their El Segundo Plant between 1940 and

1944, during which time around 6000 aircraft were built.

During this time, the Dauntless was the US Navy’s key

dive bomber.

Here we see it as deployed aboard USS Lexington,

nicknamed ‘Lady Lex’ in 1941. This highly decorated

aircraft features silver fuselage and underwings with a

deep yellow upper surface and leading edge.  A brighter

yellow has been applied to the tail surfaces and the

propeller blade tips. The US Navy Star is printed in red,

white and blue on both the upper and lower wing

surfaces. Two bombs painted dark green sit under each

wing while a larger one is positioned centrally under the

aircraft body.  A tiny detail below the cockpit sees a flying

horse and Japanese rider printed in red and white.  A kill,

perhaps!  Sadly USS Lexington was hit during a battle

with the Japanese in the Coral Sea in May 1942 and she

was scuttled to avoid capture.

Oxford Diecast, PO Box 636, Southampton SO14 0TJ
Tel: 02380 248850  www.oxforddiecast.co.uk

NEW
Douglas Dauntless SBD-2
‘2B2’ VB-2, USS Lexington
CV-2, 1941
                            SCALE       PRICE
AC075        1:72  £13.95

Messerschmitt Bf 109G
                        SCALE       PRICE
AC010      1:72  £14.95

Messerschmitt ME 262
                        SCALE       PRICE
AC007      1:72  £14.95

MODEL
AVAILABLE

AGAIN

MODEL
AVAILABLE

AGAIN
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N SCALE
New MINI - Chilli Red
Registered BG09 WDX from 2009, our newly tooled BMW

MINI is an exact replica of its 1:76 scale counterpart and is

presented in a vibrant red with black masked roof.  All additional

trim is black, as is the interior.  Final touches see the new MINI

badge on both the front and rear of the car with the prestigious

Cooper S name to the right

of the rear number plate.

Cortina MkIII - Gold
Already established in Oxford’s 1:76 scale series,

new tooling now brings the Ford Cortina Mk III

to the N scale range. Reminding us of 1970s

motoring and its popularity as a family car, our

gold liveried model with black ‘vinyl’ roof is

registered KJM 212K from 1971/72.  It comes

with a gold interior, including seating. 

MODEL
AVAILABLE

AGAIN

MODEL
AVAILABLE

AGAIN

MODEL
AVAILABLE

AGAIN

NEW
Tooling!

NEWNew MINI - Chilli Red
                              SCALE       PRICE
NNMN001  1:148  £4.65

NEWCortina MkIII - Gold
                              SCALE       PRICE
NCOR3001   1:148  £4.35

NEWMGB Roadster - Tartan Red
                                SCALE       PRICE
NMGB001    1:148  £4.35

MGB Roadster - Tartan Red
Another crossover from the 1:76 scale series of

1960s sports cars is the newly tooled N scale MGB

Roadster.  Registered 419 FCR, our model is

decorated in bright red and comes with hood down

to reveal the black interior and black tonneau cover.

Note the distinctive MG badge in red and silver on

the boot and again in red, black and silver above the

radiator grille.

BSA Motorbike & Sidecar - AA
                          SCALE       PRICE
NBSA001  1:148  £3.95

Ferguson Tractor - Red 
                          SCALE       PRICE
NTEA002  1:148  £4.35

MODEL
AVAILABLE

AGAIN

Orange/Cream Caravan
                          SCALE       PRICE
NCV001    1:148  £4.35

Oxford Diecast, PO Box 636,
Southampton SO14 0TJ

Tel: 02380 248850
www.oxforddiecast.co.uk

Mobile Trailer - Bobs Hot Dogs
                             SCALE        PRICE
NTRAIL001  1:148  £4.65
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NEW
Tooling!

N SCALE

AEC Matador Wrecker - Southdown
The AEC Matador Wrecker was a favourite of many commercial

operators.  Southdown may have used the vehicle for ‘rescuing’

broken down buses and coaches from their fleet. 

This model is decorated in the characteristic Southdown green and

cream livery.  The truck is registered JNG 641 and also features the

red and white trade plate 340 PX and

‘towing’ plate.  The flatbed planking is

painted brown, housing the crane and

towing hook, all ready for action.

Baler
Back by popular demand is our farm Baler

released in all-over grey and representing an

integral part of farm life.  Team it up with

your farm trailer and tractor and bring it 

to life in its harvesting role.

Daimler Dingo Scout Car, 50th RTR, 23rd Armoured Brigade, Tunisia
New tooling brings another model into the Oxford N gauge Military Series, 

a replica of the model featured already in 1:76 scale.  The new Oxford model

is decorated in desert camouflage as used by the Allied Army in North Africa.

Identified along the sides and front F 19632, with number 67 on the front

and rear, the vehicle also features the Brigade formation badge on the 

front and rear mudguards.  Note the replica fuel cans painted in 

metallic grey on the vehicle, ‘tied down’ with detailed brown fuel 

can straps.  The chassis and wheel

inserts are painted in sandy beige 

and even the exhaust pipes are given

an authentic rusty brown finish.

NEW
Tooling!

NEWBaler
                              SCALE       PRICE
NFARM003  1:148  £4.65

NEWScania Highline D-TEC Combitrailer/
Container - Eddie Stobart

NEWDaimler Dingo Scout Car -
23rd Armoured Brigade
                               SCALE       PRICE
NDSC001     1:148  £4.65

NEWAEC Matador Wrecker -
Southdown
                          SCALE       PRICE
NAEC014  1:148  £6.95

Scania Highline D-TEC Combitrailer/container -
Eddie Stobart
You have probably already added the 1:76 version of this

modern truck to your Eddie Stobart fleet as well as your

00 gauge railway layout, so now we are pleased to tool 

up exactly the same model for N gauge enthusiasts.  

The tractor unit is decorated in the signature green, red

and white Stobart colour scheme with very modern

graphics while the blue and white container is promoting

the company’s environmental ethic.  Registered PO12

ZNF, even the dark blue roof carries ‘Stobart 88’ lettering

in white to be seen from the air. 

                                                 SCALE        PRICE
NSHL01CT               1:148  £13.95
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1:76 SCALE
Commer Walk Thru - British Railways (Green)
Commer was a British manufacturer of commercial

vehicles from 1905 until 1979.  Commer vehicles

included car-derived vans, light vans, medium to heavy

commercial trucks, military vehicles and buses, many of

which have been modelled by Oxford.  The company

designed and built its own diesel engines for its heavy

commercial vehicles.  The Commer Walk-Thru was

introduced in 1961 as a replacement for the

Commer BF. The Walk-Thru was offered in 1½ ton,

2 ton and 3-ton van and cab-chassis variants with 

a choice of diesel or petrol engines.

To launch the model, we’ve chosen the dark

green and white livery of British Railways

Southern Division, as used by the Chief Civil Engineers

Department and is registered JLE 86D from 1966.

Contrasting black wheel arches, grey wheels and grey interior

complete this authentic utility vehicle.  

SET
AVAILABLE
AGAIN

MODEL
AVAILABLE
AGAIN

NEW
Tooling!

NEWChurchill Tank MkIII - 1st
Canadian AB, Dieppe, 1942
                               SCALE       PRICE
76CHT002    1:76  £12.95

Churchill Tank MkIII - 
1st Canadian Army Brigade, Dieppe, 1942
The 1st Canadian Army Tank Brigade, later known as the

Canadian Armoured Brigade, was formed in 1941 and

other regiments, including the Calgary Regiment joined it

to form the nucleus of the new Brigade.  It transferred to

England later that year and trained for combat with the

Churchill Tank MkIII before taking part in Operation

Jubilee, the disastrous Dieppe Landing in August 1942.

Our second release on the Churchill Tank MkIII

commemorates that fateful campaign with the livery in

dark olive green drab with grey tank tracks, cables,

suspension springs, machine guns and tools.  White

military lettering on the sides identify the Calgary Tank

Regiment T68559R presence, while the Canadian military

formation badges on the rear include a gold maple leaf on

a black background incorporating the Canadian mountain

goat.  A nicely detailed final touch!

NEWCommer Walk Thru -
British Railways (Green)
                           SCALE      PRICE
76CWT001 1:76  £9.95

Churchill Tank MkIII
Kingforce - Major King
                               SCALE       PRICE
76CHT001    1:76  £12.95

London Bus & Taxi Gift Set
                               SCALE       PRICE
LD004           1:76   £7.95
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1:76 SCALE

1:43 SCALE

MODEL
AVAILABLE
AGAIN

MODEL
AVAILABLE
AGAIN

1:87
SCALEAMERICAN

Jaguar V12 ‘E’ Type Coupé - Ascot Fawn
For the fifth release on our 1:43 scale Jaguar ‘E’ Type,

we’ve chosen one of the more unusual but totally

authentic colour schemes which the car wore

during its 1971-1975 lifetime. In a warm

fawn colour, the interior seating and

floor are both beige.  Registered

FVC 31L from 1972/73, other

intricate details include silver

finish to the exterior including

wing mirrors and specially

designed solid style wheel inserts.

Even the Jaguar badge gets special

treatment on the front of the bonnet 

and the E-type marque on the boot.

Scania CP28 Pump Ladder - Kent Fire & Rescue Service
The ninth release of the Scania Pump Ladder fire appliance

features the CP28 cab built to accommodate a

six-person crew.  It is modelled with right

hand drive. Here we see it as used by

Kent Fire & Rescue Service, registered

EU62 AYH. The model is decorated in

the popular red, yellow and silver body

colour with a grey interior.  Additional

printed detail includes the crest and

website address on the cab doors, the

Scania badge positioned on one side of

the radiator grille and the tiny John

Dennis Coachbuilders badge beneath the

rear number plate.  The tooling also

incorporates a mast lamp and light bar fixed to

the roof.  This authentic replica adds further regional

representation in any modern fire appliance collection..

NEWJaguar V12 ‘E’ Type Coupé -
Ascot Fawn
                                SCALE       PRICE
JAGV12005    1:43  £23.95

NEWScania CP28 Pump Ladder - 
Kent Fire & Rescue Service
                                SCALE       PRICE
76SFE009      1:76  £17.95

Oxford Diecast, PO Box 636, Southampton SO14 0TJ
Tel: 02380 248850  www.oxforddiecast.co.uk

1955 Buick Century -
Turquoise/Polo White
                               SCALE       PRICE
87BC55001   1:87   £5.95

1965 Chevrolet Stepside 
Pick Up - Light Blue/White
                               SCALE       PRICE
87CP65001   1:87   £5.95
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Oxford Diecast, PO Box 636, Southampton SO14 0TJ
TEl: 02380 248850  www.oxforddiecast.co.uk

The Oxford Rail products are competitively priced and are not part of the multi-purchasing.  We have other products in development.

NEW MODEL!
OR76DG002  1:76 - £112.95

2409 Dean Goods BR Early

OR76ROR001  1:76 - £6.95

Defender 90 Station wagon -
Railtrack 

OR76ROR002  1:76 - £6.95

Defender 90 Station wagon -
Network Rail 

OR76ROR003  1:76 - £6.95

Defender 90 Station wagon -
British Rail 

NEW MODEL! NEW MODEL!NEW MODEL!

OR76WW002W  
1:76 - £29.95

Warwell A Diamond
Bogies BR Weathered

DM360332 NEW MODEL!

NEW MODEL!

OR76CAR003B  1:76 - £29.95

Carflat Motorail B745758
NEW MODEL!

OR76WW003  
1:76 - £29.95

Warwell A Steel
carrier DM748305
Diamond Bogies
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